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Lead is one of the highly toxic environmental pollutants. Con-

Lead gets accumulated in various concentrations in soil and

tamination of our environment by lead is mainly due to human and

water. Crops, vegetables, fodder, different plants and fishes acquire

waste management system. Rules regarding waste treatment and

rect and indirect exposure. Drinking water is also a major source of

industrial activities. The toxic effluents from various industries release lead to the environment because of poor or non-functional

management are made only for showing purpose and industries
are hardly following these rules. As a result we, the human (creator of this problem) along with animals, plants, fresh water and
marine life along with other living organisms in the environment

are now facing the dangerous effects of lead. It is now a “one health
issue” (Figure 1).

the contamination from water and soil. Human and animals get

contaminated by lead through environmental sources either by diexposure to lead in human and animals. The overall effect of lead

exposure is damage to human, animal and environmental health.

Lead causes different biochemical, immunological and reproductive disturbances in human and animals. Lead can trigger hemato-

logical, circulatory, renal, hepatic, neurological, immunological and

reproductive dysfunctions along with different types of cancers.
Lead also affects the ovarian function and hormone systems [1-4].
The exact biochemical mechanisms of different adverse health ef-

fects due to lead exposure are still unclear. Lead is pro-oxidative,
hence generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxidative
stress may play a major role in the pathogenesis due lead exposure
[5]. ROS reacts with cellular biomolecules and induce lipid peroxidation, membrane protein and DNA damage along with many more

damage to the cellular system. This might leads to the disruption
in antioxidant system of body which serve as the main source of
protection against the free radicals [6]. Several functions of the immune cells of body such as clonal expansion, B- and T-cell activa-

tion, proliferation, antibody production and apoptosis are under
the influence of intracellular oxidant-antioxidant status. However,
overproduction of oxidants and disrupted antioxidants due to lead
Figure 1: Lead- a threat to one health.

exposure may alter the immune cell’s function causing immunodeficiency, adversely affecting the health.

Poorly understood biochemical mechanisms of lead mediated

adverse health effects in animals and human is a hindrance in
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the development of suitable therapeutic and chelating strategies.
Hence, in depth study is necessary to explore the mechanism of

lead mediated adverse health effects which will be the pillar for
development of potential therapeutics against lead associated diseases or disorders in human and animals.
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